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The

CREAM Project
Customer-driven Rail-freight services on an European mega-corridor
based on Advanced business and operating Models

On occasion of the transport logistic 2009 we present this 5th
CREAM project newsletter. As announced in the last issue, you
will find information on following main topics:

sources, a coordinated IT-framework and clear information flows.
Such information and procedures will be accomplished in a Quality Manual.

• Y-Train system München — Ljubljana / Cervignagno
• Betuweroute
• GPS / WPAN tracking systems

• München–Bischofshofen vv operated interoperable between
Germany and Austria with single traction

The technical concept contains following main parts:

Successful demonstration of YY-Train system on the route • Decoupling northbound train into two parts in Bischofshofen
for destinations Ljubljana and Cervignano; accordingly conMünchen — Ljubljana / Cervignagno (WP 3.2 / 4.2 / 5.2)
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The CREAM partner Kombiverkehr offers two intermodal connections across the Alps via the
Tauern Line: München–
Ljubljana and München–
München
Cervignano.
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Whereas these trains so far
Bischofshofen/
Schwarzach
have been operated sepaTauern
Böckstein
rately, a new operation concept has been developed and
Spittal
started demonstration in NoVillach
vember 2008. The main idea
behind this sophisticated concept was to combine both
Cervignagno
Ljubljana
services and thereby to integrate the CREAM traction partners Lokomotion (Germany/
Austria), SZ (Slovenia) and Rail Traction Company (Italy) in one
joint operation system. To secure a well-functioning in practice,
these partners have intensified their cooperation. This will be
reflected e.g. in a well-coordinated planning, joint use of re-
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• Bischofshofen–Ljubljana vv operated
interoperable between Austria and Slovenia,
supported by a pushing loco on the
Tauern ramp Schwarzach–Böckstein
• Bischofshofen–Cervignano vv operated
interoperable between Austria and Italy,
supported by a pushing loco on the
Tauern ramp Schwarzach–Böckstein

From the commercial point of view following
advantages can be concluded, resulting in a
win-win situation for customers and all
operation partners:
• Short transport time
• Efficient use of resources
• Higher frequency with same volumes
Due to the current economic situation the amount of transported
goods decreased significantly on the Tauern line, especially on the
line Villach – Cervignagno. Even though this service has been
stopped for the present, the train was operated successfully on
this line. The service was in operation for 6 months with a frequency of 5 trains per week.. The transport volumes on the line
München – Ljubljana are still at an acceptable level and therefore
operation on this relation will be continued.

To draw attention to the solutions developed within the project, Lokomotion, HaCon and KombiConsult initiated the first locomotive in
CREAM design. Since the 6th of May
2009, a Siemens Locomotive ES64 F4
Class 189-VD (owned by the project
partner Lokomotion) is operating in
the new design “CREAM - Moving
Europe” on dedicated parts of the
CREAM corridor, especially on the
Tauern line. This multisystem locomotive is able to move interoperable
trains through Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Slowenia, Croatia and Czech Republik.
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Implementation of Concepts

Implementation of the Betuweroute (WP 5.1)
The main purpose of the Betuweroute is to enable freight trains to
evade congested parts of the Dutch main railway network, especially the Brabantroute while running from Rotterdam to the German Ruhrgebiet and beyond. Furthermore, it saves 1 h of time for
freight trains. The Betuweroute is destined for freight trains only.
As a main part, the introduction of a dynamic train scheduling system based on an integrated information system covers all major
infrastructure objects, like terminals and yards.
The Betuweroute has been opened in June 2007. After several problems at the beginning the regular train operation has been started
in 2008.
To raise the utilisation rate of the railway line under these circumstances, KeyRail adopted a strategy which provides a gradual increase of traffic volumes, while maintaining a good quality of service. This so-called “volume strategy” is one of the key elements of
the implementation and exploitation strategy.
CREAM partners are working closely together to exploit this line
and to demonstrate interoperable concepts. The CREAM partner
KeyRail who operates the Betuweroute with a 5-year concession is
presented on the transport logistic at Hall B4, booth 309.

Train/Wagon tracking with GPS and wireless personal area networks — WPAN (WP 6.1)
The use of Telematics on the CREAM corridor was questioned by
several partners in the beginning of the project, due to different
concerns like theft of units. Based on a pilot operation of Telematics
on 2 trains on the CREAM corridor during the last 15 months, the
major doubts could be dispelled.

The CREAM Partners

The easy way

These trains are equipped with NavMaster Telematics units of the
new CREAM generation on 4 wagons. This number was chosen to
ensure that even at places where the train is split, both parts have
at least one Telematics unit on board. All units are configured to
acquire 1 position per hour. This time resolution allows via post
processing the creation of reliable transport quality measurements.
Theft of railway related equipment is still a significant problem.
There are two main design
principles to secure Telematics
from theft. They have to be
fixed to avoid theft with the
help of standard tools and no
part of the Telematics units
should be valuable for anyone’s use. NavMaster technology is following these rules
with its new developed Telematics holder, its mechanical design
and the special components inside.
Precise information is the base for an efficient and customer oriented transport service. Missing or inaccurate information leads to
additional operational efforts.
To get a feeling of the “cost” side, an example calculation — including invest, installation, the use of a tracking software and GSM
communication based on a four year life cycle — is leading to
approx. 110,00 € per unit per month. The cost for a train, that per
forms 3 trips per month is therefore just
36,00 € per trip. This cost has to
be compared to the effort
needed to get short time notice of delays, and reliable
information of the real
process handling times.
The pilot shows also,
that only a small number of wagons per
shuttle train have to be
equipped with GSM
communicating Telematics units, to give train tracking information. To detail this information to wagon level, a new type of long
range ID-transmitting module may be adequate. Eureka is developing such WPAN-modules using the public frequency of 868 MHz.
The transmission is free of charge and has a range of several 100
m. In a series production such units may cost less than 100,00 €.
The cost / benefit relation of ID-modules can be significantly increased by a combination of identification and inbuilt smart sensors, giving additional information of the wagon status. This could
be a loaded / unloaded status information or the kilometre reading
of wagon or axle. Such a sensor is currently in the development at
Eureka and is exhibited at the transport logistic on the stand of
WASCOSA AG at the open-air exhibition ground, Block 704/5 (Track
3/3) .

